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Let A be a finite-dimensional hereditary algebra over a finite field, and let
 .  .H A and C A be, respectively, the Ringel]Hall algebra and the composition
w x  . w xalgebra of A. Define r to be the element  M g H A , where M runs overd
the isomorphism classes of the regular A-modules with dimension vector d. We
 .prove that r and the exceptional A-modules all lie in C A . Let K be thed
 .  .Kronecker algebra, P resp. I the subalgebra of C K generated by the
 .preprojective resp. preinjective K-modules, and T the subalgebra generated by
 .r for n G 0. Then we prove that C K s P ? T ? I and then T is just then, n.
 .subalgebra of C K generated by all regular elements. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper A is assumed to be a finite-dimensional heredi-
tary k-algebra, where k is a finite field with q elements. All modules are
 .finite dimensional over k hence finite as sets . For the representation
theory of finite-dimensional hereditary algebras we refer the reader to
w xR1 .
w x wBy the recent works of C. M. Ringel R3]R9 and J. A. Green G,
xTheorem 2 we know that Ringel's twisted generic composition algebra
 . C# A is isomorphic to G. Lusztig's algebra f and hence isomorphic to
the positive part Uq of the Drinfeld]Jimbo quantization U s Uym U 0 m
q  . w xU associated to a Kac]Moody Lie algebra of type I, ? L, Chap. 33 ,
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 . .where I, ? is the Cartan datum associated to A . This remarkable result
provides the Ringel]Hall algebra approach to quantum groups and makes
it possible that results in the representations of quivers have applications
or interpretations in quantum groups.
To be simple, we consider the untwisted case all considerations remain
w x.  .true under the twisted multiplication introduced in R7 . Let H A and
 .C A denote the Ringel]Hall algebra and Ringel's composition algebra of
 .A, respectively. By definition H A is the Q-vector space with basis the set
w xof isomorphism classes X of finite modules, with the multiplication
w x w x M w xN ? N [ F M ,1 2 N , N1 2
w xM
where F M is the number of the submodules N of M with N ( N andN , N 21 2
 . w xMrN ( N . Then H A is an associative algebra with the identity 0 . And1
 .  .C A is by definition the subalgebra of H A generated by the elements
w x  . S for 1 F i F n, where S 1 F i F n are all simple A-modules up toi i
.isomorphism .
w x nGiven an isomorphism class M , we assign to its degree dim M g Z ,
 .  .where dim M is the Jordan]Holder multiplicity of S in M. Let H AÈi i d
w xbe the Q-vector space with basis the set of isomorphism class M with
 .  .  .  .  .dim M s d, and C A s H A l C A . Then H A s H A and[d d dd
 .  . n  . nC A s C A are both Z -graded rings. Let d s d , . . . , d g Z[ d 1 nd
 .  .and d [  d . Then C A is the Q-subspace of H A spanned by alli i d
w x w xmonomials S ??? S , such that the number of occurrences of i in theii d1
sequence i , . . . , i is just d for 1 F i F n. In this way we get all elements1 n i
 .in C A .
 .If A is representation-finite, Ringel has proved that C A coincides
 . w x  .  .with H A R4, Prop. 6 ; otherwise, C A is a proper subalgebra of H A .
In this case it is then of interest to ask which kinds of isomorphism classes
w xM , or their combinations, lie in the composition algebra: one of the
advantages of the Ringel]Hall algebra approach to quantum groups is that
it has a natural basis. We present two results towards this direction in
Section 1; see Theorem 1 and 2 below.
 .Since the preprojective and preinjective modules lie in C A , it is
natural to consider the regular modules. In Section 2 we use the notion of
 .  .the regular part to obtain more regular elements in C K Theorem 3 ,m
where K is the generalized Kronecker algebra.m
 .Finally we apply these results to determine the structure of C K
 .  .Theorem 4 , where K is the Kronecker algebra. It turns out that C K
shares a triangular decomposition.
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1. EXCEPTIONAL MODULES
An indecomposable A-module M is said to be preprojective resp.
. m preinjective; regular provided that t M s 0 for some m ) 0 resp.
m m .t M s 0 for some m - 0; t M / 0 for all m g Z , where t is the
Auslander]Reiten translate. An A-module is said to be preprojective
 .resp. preinjective; regular provided that each indecomposable direct
summand is so.
w xThe reader is referred to R1 for the general representation theory of
finite-dimensional hereditary algebras. Notice that if P, R, I are indecom-
posable A-modules which are preprojective, regular, preinjective, respec-
tively, then
Hom I , P , Hom I , R , Hom R , P and .  .  .
1 1 1Ext P , I , Ext R , I , Ext P , R .  .  .
are all zero; and that all regular modules form a separating tubular family
parametrized by the set of irreducible monic polynomials; in particular,
this means that any regular indecomposable module has a unique regular
composition series, and that the indecomposables from different tubes
have no homomorphisms and extensions.
n w x  . w xFor d g N , denote by r the element  M g H A , where M0 d w M x
runs over the isomorphism classes of the regular modules with dim M s d
  w x. .since A is finitary see R2 , this sum is of course a finite sum . Note that
M may be decomposable; and if there exists no regular module M with
dim M s d, then r [ 0.d
THEOREM 1.
 .i The preprojecti¨ e and preinjecti¨ e A-modules lie in the composition
 .algebra C A .
 . n  .ii For d g N , r g C A .0 d
In order to prove Theorem 1 we need the following two lemmas, which
will also be used later.
LEMMA 1. Let d g Nn.0
 .i If d s dim P with P an indecomposable preprojecti¨ e A-module,
then r s 0; i.e., there is no regular module M with dim M s d.d
 .ii If d s dim I with I an indecomposable preinjecti¨ e A-module, then
r s 0.d
 .  :  :Proof. i Let ], ] be the Ringel form, i.e., dim X, dim Y s
 . 1  .dim Hom X, Y y dim Ext X, Y for X, Y g A y mod. If there existsk A k A
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a regular module M with dim M s d, then we get a contradiction:
 :  :1 F dim P , dim P s dim M , dim P
s dim Hom M , P y dim Ext1 M , P .  .k k
s ydim Ext1 M , P . .k
 .  .ii The dual of i .
 .  . nLet x s x , . . . , x , y s y , . . . , y g N . We define x $ y if and only1 n 1 n 0
if x F y , n x - n y . This gives a partial order in Nn. For d si i is1 i is1 i 0
 . n nd , . . . , d g N , denote by $ the subset of N of elements x $ d.1 n 0 d 0
1  .We fix an orientation of the simple A-modules such that Ext S , S sA i j
0 for 1 F i F j F n. Note that End S is again a field with q ele-A i i
dim k End A Si  .ments, where q s q , 1 F i F n. Let c T be the polynomiali m
 .  m..  .m1 y T ??? 1 y T r 1 y T .
 . nLEMMA 2. Let d s d , . . . , d g N .1 n 0
 .i If d s dim P with P an indecomposable preprojecti¨ e A-module,
then
d d X Xn 1
Xw x w x w x w x w xS ??? S s c q ??? c q P q P ? r ? I , .  . n 1 d n d 1 dn 1  /
X X Xw x w xP , I , d
1 .
where PX and I X run o¨er the isomorphism classes of preprojecti¨ e and
 X X . Xpreinjecti¨ e modules, respecti¨ ely one of P and I may be zero , and d runs
o¨er the set $ such thatd
dim PX q dim I X q dX s d. 2 .
 .ii If d s dim I with I an indecomposable preinjecti¨ e A-module,
then
d d X Xn 1
Xw x w x w x w x w xS ??? S s c q ??? c q I q P ? r ? I , .  . n 1 d n d 1 dn 1  /
X X Xw x w xP , I , d
X1 .
X X X  .  .where P , I , d are same as in i and satisfy the dimensional equality 2 .
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 .  .iii If d s dim M with M a regular A-module may be decomposable ,
then
d d X Xn 1
Xw x w x w x w xS ??? S s c q ??? c q r q P ? r ? I , 3 .  .  .n 1 d n d 1 d dn 1  /
X X Xw x w xP , I , d
X X X  .  .where P , I , d are the same as in i and satisfy the dimensional equality 2 .
w xdn w xd1Proof. Write S ??? S as the combination of the natural basisn 1
w xN where N runs over the isomorphism classes of finite A-modules, say,
d dn 1w x w x w x w x w xS ??? S s c q ??? c q d S ??? d S s a N . 4 .  .  .n 1 d n d 1 n n 1 1 Nn 1
w xN
w xm  .w x w xNote that S s c q mS ; see R4 . Then we have the followingi m i i
 .  .  .two observations: a if a / 0, then it is c q ??? c q , sinceN d n d 1n 1
 .  .Hom d S , d S s 0 for i / j; b a / 0 if and only if dim N s d, sincei i j j N
1 .by assumption Ext S , S s 0 for i F j. It follows thati j
d dn 1w x w x w xS ??? S s c q ??? c q N . 5 .  .  .n 1 d n d 1n 1
dim Nsd
Now, if d s dim P with P an indecomposable preprojective A-module,
rewriting the sum in the right hand of the equality above, we then obtain
 .  . X  .  .formula 1 . By Lemma 1 i we see that d $ d in 1 . This proves case i ,
and the others are proved similarly.
Proof of Theorem 1. Use induction. Let d g Nn. Note that in order to0
 .prove i , it suffices to consider the indecomposables. If d is the dimension
vector of an indecomposable preprojective module P, then apply formula
 . X  .  .X1 in Lemma 2. Since d $ d in 1 , we have r g C A by induction. If alld
X X w x  .dim P , dim I $ d, then by induction we see P g C A . If there exist
some PX or I X with dim PX s d or dim I X s d, then such PX or I X must be
decomposable since P is uniquely determined by its dimension vector, and
w x  .then again by induction P g C A .
If d is the dimension vector of an indecomposable preinjective module,
then by the dual arguments the assertion is proved.
 .Finally, if r / 0, then using formula 3 in Lemma 2 and argumentsd
 .similar to those above we see that r g C A . This completes the proof.d
Recall that an indecomposable A-module M is said to be exceptional
1  .  .provided Ext M, M s 0. If E s M , . . . , M is an exceptional se-A 1 m
  .quence i.e., every M is exceptional and Hom M , M s 0 si A i j
1  . .  .Ext M , M for i ) j , let C E be the smallest full subcategory ofA i j
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A y mod which contains all M and is closed under extensions, kernels ofi
 .epis, and cokernels of monos. Then C E is equivalent to the representa-
tion category of a finite-dimensional hereditary algebra; see Crawley]
w xBoevey CB .
 .Now we present a proof of Ringel's theorem in private communication .
 .THEOREM 2. C. M. Ringel . Assume that M is an exceptional A-module.
w x  .Then M g C A .
Proof. Assume that M is a non-simple exceptional A-module. Then by
w x  .Lemma 4 in R8 , there exists an exceptional sequence M, N such that
 .  .M is not simple in C M, N . Assume that C M, N , B y mod, where B
is a finite-dimensional hereditary k-algebra with two simple modules. Note
 .that M is preprojective or preinjective as a B-module, so, by Theorem 1 i
w x  .we see that M lies in the composition algebra of C M, N . Let M and1
 .M be the two simple objects in C M, N . Then M , M are both2 1 2
exceptional A-modules; note that M and M both have smaller lengths1 2
w x w x  . w xthan M, by induction M , M g C A , so does M . This completes the1 2
proof.
 .2. REGULAR ELEMENTS IN C Km
We first introduce the following
w x  .DEFINITION. Let X s  a M g H A . Thenw M x M
w xr X [ a M .  M
M is regular
 .is called the regular part of X. If X s r X , then X is called a regular
 .element in H A .
w x .  w x.  .For example, r P ? X s 0 s r X ? I for non-zero preprojective
 .  .resp. preinjective A-module P resp. I , and arbitrary element X g
 .  .H A . It follows from Lemma 2 iii that
 .PROPOSITION 1. With the same assumptions as in Lemma 2 iii , we ha¨e
d dn 1w x w xr S ??? S s c q ??? c q r . 6 .  .  . .n 1 d n d 1 dn 1
In the following we consider the generalized Kronecker algebra Km
with m G 2 i.e., K is the path algebra of the quiver with two vertices, saym
.1 and 2, and with m arrows from 2 to 1 , and in particular the Kronecker
algebra K s K . However, all considerations can be automatically general-2
ized to the case of the bimodule algebras.
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 .We denote by P resp. I be the ith indecomposable preprojectivei t
 .  .resp. preinjective module in the preprojective resp. preinjective compo-
nent of the Auslander]Reiten quiver of K thus, P is the simplem 1
.projective module S , and I is the simple injective module S . For the1 1 2
structure of the Kronecker modules i.e., the modules over the Kronecker
. w xalgebra we refer the reader to R1, pp. 122]126 ; we shall often use the
fact that the types of the dimension vectors of the indecomposable pre-
 .  . projective resp. preinjective, regular K-modules are i, i y 1 resp.
 .  ..i y 1, i , i, i for i ) 1.
 .  .We denote the element r g C K in the sense of Section 1 by r .n, n. n
 .  w x.Let T be the subalgebra of C K generated by r , n G 0 r [ 0 ; thenn 0
  w x.T is commutative this follows a result due to P. Hall see M, p. 183 : the
w xHall algebra of the polynomial algebra k x is commutative, or equiva-
.lently, the Hall algebra of a homogeneous tube is commutative . Let T ben
the Q-subspace of T spanned by all the monomials r t1 ??? r ts with 1 F i -i i 11 s
??? - i F n and i t q ??? qi t s n. Then T s T is an N -graded[s 1 1 s s n 0n
commutative algebra. Note that every element in T is a regular element of
 .C K ; moreover, we shall see later that T is exactly the subalgebra of
 .  .C K generated by all regular elements in C K .
Given elements x, y, c , c in a ring R with c , c central in R, we call1 2 1 2
the element c xy y c yx a skew commutator of x and y if c s c s 1, it1 2 1 2
w x .is usually written as x, y , the commutator of x and y .
THEOREM 3. Let K be the generalized Kronecker algebra with m G 2.m
 .i We ha¨e
di jw x w x w xI ? P s r I ? P q q P ? I , 7 . .j i j i i j
 :  . where d [ dim P , dim I s dim Hom P , I . Thus, the regular parti j i j k K i jmw x w x w x w x .of the product I ? P is a skew commutator of P and I .j i i j
 . ii If m s 2 i.e., for the Kronecker algebra K, in this case d s i qi j
.j y 2 , let i q j s n q 2. Then
w x w x w xr I ? P s r I ? S . .j i nq1 1
1 y q nq1
s rnq11 y q
1 y q mtq y1 r ? r 8 .  .  m t nq1ym1 y q1FtFn 1FmFnq1yt
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 . twith r [  r ? r ??? r where i , i , . . . , i g N takes o¨er thet m i , . . . , i i i i 1 2 t1 t 1 2 t
following possibilities: 1 F i , i , . . . , i F n; i q i q ??? q i s m.1 2 t 1 2 t
For examples, we have
w x w x 2r I ? S s 1 q q r y r ; . .2 1 2 1
w x w x 2 3r I ? S s 1 q q q q r y q q 2 r ? r q r ; . .  .3 1 3 1 2 1
w x w x 2 3 2r I ? S s 1 q q q q q q r y 2 q q q q r ? r .  .  .4 1 4 1 3
q 3 q q r 2 ? r y 1 q q r 2 y r 4 , etc. .  .1 2 2 1
The proof of Theorem 3 occupies the rest of this section. First, we
w xcollect some counting formulae from Green G .
w xLet L be an arbitrary finitary R2 k-algebra, and let N , N , M be finite1 2
M  .L-modules. Denote by E the set of pairs f , g of L-homomorphismsN , N1 2
such that
f g
0 ª N ª M ª N ª 02 1
is an exact sequence; and by a the order of automorphism group ofX
L-module X.
w  .x M < M <PROPOSITION 2. G, 2.3 a . We ha¨e F s E ra a .N , N N , N N N1 2 1 2 1 2
  ..   .. w xBy 2.7 a and 2.3 b in G we get
PROPOSITION 3. Let h: 0 ª N ª M ª N ª 0 be an extension class in2 1
1 . <  . <Ext N , N . Then the extension class h contains a rHom N , N exactL 1 2 M L 1 2
sequences.
1 . 1 .Denote by Ext N , N the set of all extension classes in Ext N , NL 1 2 M L 1 2
w xwith middle term M; see Rm . Then we get the following direct conse-
 w x.quence of Propositions 2 and 3 see also P .
COROLLARY 1. We ha¨e
M < 1 < < <F s Ext N , N a ra a Hom N , N . .  .N , N L 1 2 M N N L 1 2M1 2 1 2
1 .COROLLARY 2. Assume that dim Ext N , N s 1, and thatk L 1 2
f g
h : 0 ª N ª M ª N ª 02 1
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is a non-split exact sequence. Then
q y 1 a . Mw x w x w xN ? N s M1 2 < <a a Hom N , N .N N L 1 21 2
aN [N1 2 w xq N [ N .1 2< <a a Hom N , N .N N L 1 21 2
Proof. By definition we see that for 0 / c g k
y1 gc f6
ch : 0 ª N M ª N ª 0.2 1
< 1 . < < 1 . <First, let M\N [N . Then Ext N , N sqy1, Ext N , N N [N1 2 L 1 2 M L 1 2 1 2
s 1, and the assertion follows from Corollary 1. Note that in case M (
N [ N , the equality also holds.1 2
 w x.The following lemma is well known see, e.g., R2, 4 .
LEMMA 3.
 .i Let M be an indecomposable L-module with dim End M s n,k L
 nym . mdim rad End M s m. Then a s q y 1 q .k L M
 .ii Let M s c M [ ??? [ c M such that M \ M for i / j. Then1 1 t t i j
m  .a s q a ??? a , where m s  c c dim Hom M , M .M c M c M i/ j i j k L i j1 1 t t
 . X <  X. <iii Let M s cN with End N s k a field. Then a s GL k sL M c
 c iy1. < X < w kX : k x d y d , where d s k s q .1F iF c
 .  .For the homogeneous tube T r of K, let X r , or briefly X , be thei i
 . < <indecomposable module with quasi-length i in T r . Since we have P k1
 .  .quasi-simples with dimension vector 1, 1 , we write r s  X r .1 r g P k 11
The following Lemma also means that the indecomposable preprojective
and preinjective K-modules can be written as iterated skew commutators
of the simples.
 .LEMMA 4. For the Kronecker modules i.e., when K s K , we ha¨em
 . ww x w xxi r s S , S .1 2 1
 . w x   .. w x w x .ii P s 1r q q 1 r ? P y q P ? r .mq 1 1 m m 1
 . w x   ..w x w x.iii I s 1r q q 1 I ? r y qr ? I .nq1 n 1 1 n
 .Proof. i ;r g P k, there exists an exact sequence1
0 ª S ª X r ª S ª 0. .1 1 2
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X1 r . S1[S2  .Note also that F s 1 s F since Hom S , S s 0. It followsS , S S , S K 1 22 1 2 1w x w x w x w xthat S ? S s r q S ? S .2 1 1 1 2
 .ii Assume that m G 1. Let f be a non-zero element in
  .. Hom P , X r , r g P k. Then f is epic otherwise, the lengthK mq1 1 1
 .l Im f s 1; this forces Im f to be simple, but Im f cannot be the simple
  ..injective module S since Hom S , X r s 0 and also Im f cannot be2 k 2 1
 . .the simple projective module S since Hom P , S s 0 ; note that1 K mq1 1
 .ker f should be preprojective with dimension vector m, m y 1 , so we
have an exact sequence
0 ª P ª P ª X r ª 0. .m mq1 1
It follows from Corollary 2 and Lemma 3 that for every r g P k there1
holds
w x w x w xX r ? P s P q q P ? X r . .  .1 m mq1 m 1
 .By taking the sum for r over P k we then get ii .1
 .  .iii The dual of ii .
Remark. From the proof of Theorem 2 and Lemma 4 above we see that
exceptional modules over a tame hereditary algebra can be written as
iterated skew commutators of the simples.
s
LEMMA 5. Assume that 0 ª P ª X ª I ª 0 is a non-split exact se-i j
quence in K y mod. Then we ha¨em
 .i The middle term X is regular; moreo¨er,
di jw x w x w xI ? P s r I ? P q q P ? I . .j i j i i j
 .  .ii If m s 2, then for each T r , X has at most one indecomposable
 .  .direct summand belonging to T r in particular, X is multiplicity-free .
 .Proof. i Let X s P [ R [ I, where P is preprojective, R regular,
and I preinjective. If P / 0, then we may assume that X s
 .  .a P [ R [ I since Hom P , P s 0 for t ) 0. Applying[ t iqt K i iytt G 0 m
 .Hom I , ] to the above exact sequence we get an epic morphismK jm
Ext1 I , P ª Ext1 I , X ª 0 .  .K j i K jm m
 1 . .notice that Ext I , I s 0 since I is indecomposable preinjective . Thenj j j
we obtain the inequality
dim Ext1 I , P G a ? dim Ext1 I , P q dim Ext1 I , R . .  .  .k K j i t k K j iqt k K jm m m
tG0
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1  . 1  .Since dim Ext I , P - dim Ext I , P for t ) 0, we have a s 0k K j i k K j iqt tm m
for t ) 0, a s 1, and R s 0. So, X s P [ I . Since End P s k, we see0 i j K im
that the given exact sequence splits which contradicts the assumption. This
proves that X is regular. It follows that
P [Ii jw x w xI ? P s r I ? P q F P [ I .j i j i I , P i jj i
d i jw x w xs r I ? P q q P ? I . .j i i j
Pi[Ij <  . < di jWe have used here F s dim Hom P , I s q , which follows fromI , P k i jj i
 .Corollary 1 and Lemma 3 ii .
 .  .ii Assume that m s 2. For each tube T r , applying
  . .Hom X r , ] to the given exact sequence we then get a monicK 1
morphism
0 ª Hom X r , X ª Hom X r , I . .  . .  .K 1 K 1 j
  .. X X  .Let X s a X r [ X , where X has no summand lying in T r .[ tr tt
Comparing the k-dimensions we get  a F 1, which means that there ist tr
at most one a s 1, and a s 0 for s / t. This completes the proof.tr sr
 .  .Proof of Theorem 3. It remains to prove 8 in ii . So, in the following
we always deal with the Kronecker modules. Assume that the assertion
w xholds for i q j F n q 1. Let i q j s n q 2. First, we consider r I ?nq1
w x.  X .S . By formula 1 in Lemma 2 we have1
nnq1w x w x w x w xS ? S s c q c q I q r ? I .  . 2 1 nq1 n nq1 l nq1yl
1FlFn
w x w xq P ? r ? I , l /
P , l , I
 .where in the last sum P, I run over the non-zero projective and preinjec-
 4tive K-modules, respectively, and l runs over the set 0, . . . , n y 1 such
 .  .that dim P q dim I q l, l s n, n q 1 . Taking the regular part of both
w xnq1 w xnq1 w xnq1 w xn. w xsides of S ? S s S ? S ? S we get2 1 2 1 1
nnq1 nq1 nq12 w x w x w x w x w xc q r s r S ? S s r S ? S ? S .  .  . /nq1 nq1 2 1 2 1 1
w x w xs c q c q r I ? S .  .  .nq1 n nq1 1
w x w xq r r ? I ? S . . l nq1yl 1 /
1FlFn
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It follows from Lemma 5 that
w x w xr r ? I ? S .l nq1yl 1
w x w x ny l w x w xs r r ? r I ? S q q r ? S ? I . .l nq1yl 1 l 1 nq1yl
w x w xs r ? r I ? S . .l nq1yl 1
 . w x w x.The last equality above comes from two facts: 1 r ? r I ? S isl nq1yl 1
 . w xregular, since any extension of regular modules is regular, and 2 r ? S ?l 1
w xI has no regular part, since I is preinjective. Thus, usingnq1yl nq1yl
induction we get
w x w xr I ? S .nq1 1
1 y q nq1
w x w xs r y r ? r I ? S .nq1 l nq1yl 11 y q 1FlFn
1 y q nq1 1 y q ny lq1
s r y r ? rnq1 l nylq11 y q 1 y q1FlFn
nq1ylyt m1 y qty r y1 r ? r .  l m t nq1ymyl1 y q1FlFn 1FtFnyl ms1
1 y q nq1 1 y q m
s r y r ? rnq1 m nymq11 y q 1 y q1FmFn
m nq1ymyt1 y qtq1q y1 r r ? r .  m l t nq1ymyl1 y q1FtFny1 1FmFnyt ls1
1 y q nq1 1 y q m
s r y r ? rnq1 m nymq11 y q 1 y q1FmFn
m nq2ymyt1 y qtq y1 r r ? r .  m l ty1 nq1ymyl /1 y q2FtFn 1FmFnq1yt ls1
1 y q nq1 1 y q mts r q y1 r ? r . . nq1 m t nq1ym1 y q 1 y q1FtFn 1FmFnq1yt
It remains to prove that for i q j s n q 2 there holds
w x w x w xr I ? P s r I ? S . . .j i nq1 1
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Using Lemma 4 we have
1 q
w x w x w xI ? P s I r ? P y P ? rj i j 1 iy1 iy1 1 /q q 1 q q 1
1
w xs q q 1 I q qr ? I P . .jq1 1 j iy1q q 1
q
w xy I ? P ? rj iy1 1q q 1
q
w x w xs I ? P q r , I ? P .jq1 iy1 1 j iy1q q 1
Applying Lemma 5 and comparing the regular parts of the above equality,
  w x. w x .  .we get note that r X ? I s 0 s r P ? X for any X g H K , P prepro-
.jective and I preinjective
q
w x w x w xr I ? P s r I ? P q r , r I ? P . .  .  .j i jq1 iy1 1 j iy1q q 1
w x w x. w x w x.By induction r I ? P s r I ? S g T . Since T is commutativej iy1 n 1 n
w x w x. w x w x.we get r I ? P s r I ? P . Repeating this process we havej i jq1 iy1
w x w x. w x w x.r I ? P s r I ? S g T . This completes the proof.j i nq1 1 nq1
 .3. TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION FOR C K
 .  .Let P resp. I be the subalgebra of C K generated by all isomor-
phism classes of the finite indecomposable preprojective resp. preinjec-
.tive K-modules. Denote by P ? T ? I the set of elements which are in the
w x w x  .  .Q-span of P ? T ? I with P resp. I preprojective resp. preinjective ,
T g T. The aim of this section is to complete the proof of the following
theorem.
 .THEOREM 4. Let K be the Kronecker algebra. Then C K s P ? T ? I.
LEMMA 6. For m, n G 1, we ha¨e
1 y q nq1
w x w xI ? r s r ? Im n i mqnyi1 y q 0FiFn
w x w xy r S ? P ? r ? I 9 . . 2 i j mqnyiyj
i , j
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1 y q nq1
w x w xr ? P s P ? rn m mqnyi i1 y q 0FiFn
Xw x w xy P ? r ? r I ? S , 9 . . mq nyiyj j i 1
i , j
 .  X .where i, j in the last sum of 9 and 9 run o¨er i G 1, j G 0, i q j F n, and
w x w x. w x w x.  .r S ? P s r I ? S is gi¨ en by 8 .2 i i 1
 .Proof. By duality we only prove 9 . Use induction on m. First, let
m s 1. Using arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 2 to
w xnq1 w xn w x w xn w xn.expand S ? S s S ? S ? S , we then get2 1 2 2 1
c q .nq1 X Xw x w x w x w x w x w xS ? r s P ? r ? I y S ? P ? r ? I 2 n i 2 j
X Xc q .n P , i , I P , j , I
1 y q nq1
w xs r ? I i nyiq11 y q 0FiFn
w x w xy S ? P ? r ? I q X , 2 i j nyiyjq1
i , j
where i, j in the last sum run over i G 1, j G 0, i q j F n, and
1 y q nq1
X Xw x w x w x w x w xX s P ? r ? I y S ? P ? r ? I , i 2 j
X X1 y q P , i , I P , j , I
X  X. where P, P resp. I, I run over the non-zero preprojective resp. prein-
. Xjective modules, P is in addition decomposable, and i, j run over the set
 40, 1, . . . , n y 1 , such that
dim P q dim I q i , i s n , n q 1 s dim PX q dim I X q j, j q 0, 1 . .  .  .  .
Now apply Theorem 3 and we get
1 y q nq1
w x w xS ? r s r ? I2 n i nyiq11 y q 0FiFn
w x w xy r S ? P ? r ? I q Y , . 2 i j nyiyjq1
i , j
where
iy1w x w xY s X y q P ? S ? r ? I , i 2 j nyiyjq1
i , j
where i, j in the last sum run over i G 1, j G 0, i q j F n.
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We claim that Y is zero. In order to see this, write Y as a combination
w xof the natural bases M ; note that each M has a preprojective direct
w xsummand. However, the expression of S ? r has no such term, since an2 n
extension of a regular module by a preinjective module cannot have a
 .preprojective direct summand. This proves Y s 0, i.e., formula 9 for
 .  .m s 1 holds. Then 9 follows from Lemma 4 iii , the fact that T is
commutative, and the induction. We leave the details to the reader.
 .Note that C K s C where C denotes the homoge-2[  s, t .  s, t . s, t .g N0 .neous component C K . s, t .
LEMMA 7. Let n G 1.
 .  .  .i If C : P ? T ? I for s, t $ n, n q 1 , then C : P ? s, t . n, nq1.
T ? I.
 .  .  .ii If C : P ? T ? I for s, t $ n q 1, n , then C : P ? s, t . nq1, n.
T ? I.
w xn1 w xm1 w xnt w xm tProof. For any monomial X s S ? S ??? S ? S g2 1 2 1
C , we prove that X lies in P ? T ? I. By assumption we may assumen, nq1.
w xthat n / 0. Let X s S ? Y. Then by assumption Y g P ? T ? I. Without1 2
w x w xloss of generality, let Y s P ? T ? I with T g T, and using the assump-
tion we may assume that I s 0. In this case P must be zero since the
 . w xdegree of Y is n, n . Thus, it suffices to prove S ? T : P ? T ? I.2 n
w xLet X s S ? r ??? r s Z ? r with t G 1, n q ??? n s n. By formula2 n n n 1 t1 t t
 .9 it suffices to consider the case t ) 1. By assumption this reduces to the
w x  .case Z s I . Again from 9 the assertion follows.nyn q1t
Proof of Theorem 4. Use induction to prove that C : P ? T ? I form , n.
 . 2  .  .  .m, n g N . If m, n is of the form s, s q 1 or s q 1, s , then from the0
hypothesis of induction and Lemma 7 the assertion follows. Otherwise
w x w x . w xconsider the monomial X s S ? P ? T with P preprojective and2
 .T g T; moreover, P is non-zero by comparing the degree . We discuss as
follows:
 . w x w xi T s 0: i.e., X s S ? P . If P is indecomposable, then X g P ?2
 .T ? I by Theorem 3 ii . Let P be decomposable. Then from the degree of
X we see that P must have more than two indecomposable direct
w x w X x w Y x Y Xsummands, say, X s S ? P ? P with P indecomposable and P2
w Z x X w X x. w Y xdecomposable. Then we may write X s P ? T ? I ? P . Note that
Z  .P / 0 again by comparing the degrees , by induction X g P ? T ? I.
 . w x w x.ii T / 0: similarly we may assume that X s S ? P ? T s2
w X x X w X x. X X P ? T ? I ? T. Note that if P s 0 then I s 0 this can be seen from
w x w x. Xthe degree of S ? P , so X : P ? T ? I. If P / 0, then X g P ? T ? I by2
induction.
This completes the proof.
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As a direct consequence of Theorem 4 we have
COROLLARY 3. The N -graded commutati¨ e algebra T s T is ex-[0 nn
 .  .actly the subalgebra of C K generated by all regular elements in C K .
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